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1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of the User Requirements Document is to provide a complete set of individual
requirements and constraints to meet the needs of the Climate Research Community for
ECV data products related to sea state. We also note that the definition of the present wave
climate may be just as important at the detection of its evolution. More generally, there are
many users of the same wave data that do not belong to the climate research community,
and their needs are considered here too.

As stated by GCOS (http://tiny.cc/GCOS_seastate) “Sea state is best known for its impacts
on marine safety, marine transport and damage to structures. However, waves also affect
the growth or decay of sea ice, beach erosion, surface albedo, gas transfer, transport of
larvae and contaminants such as oil, and air–sea exchange of energy, moisture and
momentum. They thereby play large roles in the global cycles of energy, water and carbon.”
Routine observation of sea states by satellites go back 25 years, and satellite data has been
key in defining and adjusting parameterizations in numerical wave models. Altimeters, SARs,
high resolution optical imagery and the new SWIM wave scatterometer on CFOSAT have
been developed and successfully utilized to measure significant wave height (hereinafter
Hs), mean square slope (mss), and swell partitions information (height, period and direction).
In climate change studies based on satellite data, it is a major challenge to construct
homogeneous time series from a series of consecutive satellite sensors needed for detection
of changes over several decades.

At the same time there is an evolution in sensors and observation technology, which makes
it possible to measure new sea state parameters for future monitoring, for example foam
properties using passive radiometers such as SMOS. Also a number of other sea state
parameters are important for climate research, such as the sea state bias in altimeter data or
the directional slope variance tensor for sunglint in ocean color images. There is thus a
general need for a consistent estimate of all these variables.

The present document, guided by user input, is strongly focused on usual sea state
variables and their long term variability and evolution, still keeping an eye on the other uses
of wave data. The biggest headlines about sea states have been associated with
publications on observed trends (Young et al. 2011) that do not always agree with modeled
trends in some regions such as in the North Pacific (e.g. Semedo et al., 2010), although this
is particularly complex where tropical storms dominate the extremes. One of the goals in
wave climate research is to better understand the natural variability of sea states and better
define the statistics of the extremes (which are so important for engineering design
application and natural hazard mitigation) in a context of global change with positive and
negative drifts. And even where the wave height trends may be negative, defining
uncertainties is critical for the understanding of total sea level changes.
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1.2 Scope

The scope of this URD is to identify, analyze and assess the requirements for sea state data
specified by the sea state user community, with a focus on the modelling and climate
research community. This URD is based on literature review, two dedicated user surveys,
and the analysis of the requirements by the Climate Research Group within the consortium
and representatives from the Climate Modelling User Group (CMUG).
The requirements will incorporate the relevant sea state parameters needed by the research
community, with focus on product, accuracy, coverage, resolution and stability of the
measurements, error characterisation, quality flags, metadata (including processing
algorithms), product formats, grid. The requirements for validation data from non-space
platforms are also addressed. The requirements for sea state ECV data include several sea
state parameters in addition to the Hs and spectral partition products.
The requirements are defined for a number of applications in particular climate modelling
including model development, model validation, model initialisation, boundary layer definition
and data assimilation, and climate research based on time series analysis. User
requirements from other application areas such as operational marine weather forecasting,
ocean engineering, marine transportation and offshore operations, remote sensing and
seismology are also included. The requirements are divided in two categories: (1) minimum
requirements to sea state data in order to be useful for the different applications (“must
have”), and (2) target requirements, which are expected to be obtained by EO data after
careful validation and/or merging with non-EO data ( “nice to have”). The requirements will
also account for foreseen needs as sea state and climate models become further developed.

1.3  Description of the main sea state variables

Significant wave height (Hs) is the most common sea state parameter and is defined as 4
times the standard deviation of the surface elevation in a record that is typically 20 minutes
long. Hs is used in all applications, from navigation safety to coastal engineering. The
acronym SWH is also used for that same quantity in most remote sensing publications.

Besides Hs, the time and/or spatial scales of the waves are of interest because they
determine the energy flux associated to the wave field (proportional to the wave period for
linear waves), forces on structures, the extent of the coastal run-up, among others. Also, the
direction of wave propagation is relevant for many aspects including the impact on
shorelines and navigation hazards. More details can be found in Ardhuin et al. (2019).

Hence the sea state is generally described by the directional wave spectrum E(k,θ). Most
sea state variables of interest can be derived from the spectrum. These include,

- The wavenumber spectrum 𝐸(𝑘) =
0

2π

∫ 𝐸(𝑘, θ) 𝑑θ

- frequency spectrum , in which dk/df is uniquely defined for𝐸(𝑓) =
0

2π

∫ 𝐸(𝑘, θ) 𝑑𝑘/𝑑𝑓 𝑑θ

linear waves by the dispersion relation.
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In general this dispersion relation requires a knowledge of the wave direction and the
effective current velocity vector U1

(2 π f)=[g k tanh(kD)]½ + k . U

Hence, when currents cannot be neglected, it is not straightforward to transform a frequency
spectrum E(f) as measured by a moored buoy, to a wavenumber spectrum E(k) as measured
by a space-borne radar.

Other moments of interest include

- directional moments and𝑎
𝑛
(𝑓) =

0

2π

∫ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑛θ) 𝐸(𝑘, θ) 𝑑𝑘/𝑑𝑓 𝑑θ / 𝐸(𝑓)

𝑏
𝑛
(𝑓) =

0

2π

∫ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑛θ) 𝐸(𝑘, θ) 𝑑𝑘/𝑑𝑓 𝑑θ / 𝐸(𝑓)

- Moment periods Tmp,q , in particular the mean period Tm0,2 and the energy period

Te=Tm0,-1 defined as Tmp,q = that can be
0

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥

∫ 𝐸(𝑓) 𝑓𝑝 𝑑𝑓 /
0

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥

∫ 𝐸(𝑓) 𝑓𝑞 𝑑𝑓⎡⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎦

1/𝑞

 

sensitive to the maximum frequency used in the integration

- the mean square slope 𝑚𝑠𝑠 =
0

∞

∫ 𝑘2𝐸(𝑘) 𝑑𝑘

- partitions and their moments (Gerling 1992, Hanson and Phillips 2001)

Relevant directional parameters are computed from the directional moments for a particular
range of frequencies or spectral partition, e.g., the mean direction and spread from the first
moments at each frequency (Kuik et al. 1988)

- [cos(θ1(f)),sin(θ1(f))] = [a1(f),b1(f)]   and σ1 =[2-(a1
2(f) + b1

2(f))½]

Besides Hs, all other parameters are estimated indirectly from remote sensing data. We also
note that the full spectrum E(k,θ) is generally not accessible in routine in situ measurements,
only directional moments are available from which a directional spectrum may be estimated
(e.g. Lygre and Krogstad 1986).

1.4 Document structure

This User Requirements Document is organised into the following sections:

Section 2. Review of previous user requirements
Section 3. Application areas for sea state climate data
Section 4. User survey
Section 5. Consolidated requirements list
Section 6. References

1 “Effective” in the sense that it is the velocity that advects the phase of the wave train, and is
generally a function of the current profile and the wavenumber (e.g. Stewart and Joy 1974, Andrews
and McIntyre 1978, Kirby and Chen 1989).
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2. Review of previous user requirements

2.1 Sea states as part of the Earth system

Sea state indeed affects all activities at sea (shipping, oil & gas exploration and exploitation,
fish farming) on the coast (harbours, coastal defence, marine renewable energy systems,
recreational uses). Many activities require more and more accurate information from
extremes (design criteria for structural failure) through to calm windows (for maintenance of
offshore wind farms). Beyond activities directly linked to the ocean, sea states are of general
interest in the Earth system. For example, ocean waves largely define air-sea fluxes and
upper ocean mixing (Jähne and Haußecker 1998, Veron 2015, d’Asaro 2016), sediment
resuspension, transport and coastal geomorphology. Waves are also the source of most of
the recorded seismic noise that can be used for solid Earth monitoring (e.g. Shapiro et al.
2005) and wave climate analysis (Bernard 1990, Grevemeyer et al. 2000).

In return, extreme waves and their trace in the geological record are used as evidence for
past storminess using paleo-shorelines (Bouchette et al. 2010), ripple marks (Allen et
Hoffman 2005) or wave-transported boulders (Hansen et al. 2016). It is thus very important
to link extreme sea states to these geological marks under present climate conditions from
shoreline features (Ashton et al. 2001) to ripples (e.g. Ardhuin et al. 2002), and boulders
(Kennedy & al. 2016, Autret et al. 2016, Cox 2018), in order to better understand the
geological record and past climates.

Monitoring and forecasting of sea states is closely integrated with ocean and atmospheric
observations and modelling. Satellite EO data play an essential role in observing
atmospheric and ocean variables, including sea states.

Observations of the ocean are required for monitoring of climate and the environment at
seasonal-to-interannual-to-decadal time scales. In particular, the availability of operational
ocean observations is prerequisite for quality weather and ocean state forecasts. Already
today, global and regional numerical weather prediction models, seasonal to inter-annual
forecasts and climate models assimilate ocean observations to generate initial conditions or
boundary conditions.

Requirements for sea state data are therefore closely linked to requirements for ocean and
atmospheric observations and modelling, with a recent strong interest in the polar regions.
Several user requirement documents have been prepared for ocean and sea ice observation
from satellites. The following sections give an overview of some of these documents.

2.2 EUMETSAT Observation Requirements for Nowcasting in 2015-2025

As listed in [1] the impact of improvements to observations has been assessed for the
forecast service requirements using appropriate nowcasting and very short range forecasting
techniques and have then been analysed to identify the key breakthroughs. The dominant
forecasting method in 2015-2025 is expected to be Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP)
which by then will be able to resolve the scales of interest in very short range forecasting.
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The respective main observational requirements for applications of the above user groups
are summarised in this table:

Table 2.1: requirements as defined by [1]

Those requirements were extensively documented before and examples of respective
discussions can be found in the position papers produced by the EUMETSAT Application
Expert Groups during the Meteosat Third Generation (MTG) definition process [1,2,3].
Further input has been retrieved from the IGOS (Integrated Global Observing Strategy)
Ocean Theme Paper [4] and the report of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic
Commission (IOC/UNESCO) on Observing the Oceans in the 21st Century [5] and the WMO
and GOOS [6,7] requirements published online.

Furthermore, our requirements consider and where necessary, build upon, those contained
in the following documents:

- GMES, Sentinel 3 [8]
- NPOESS IORD/II [9]
- GCOS and WCRP (via the WMO on-line requirements) [6]
- EUMETSAT OSISAF [10]
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All user groups continue to require comprehensive, accurate and higher resolution
oceanographic satellite observations, driven by the increase in model resolution and the
number of assimilated variables.

2.2.1 Observational performance level
Three performance levels are defined as follows:

1) Threshold is the limit below which the observation becomes ineffectual and is of
no use for the targeted application

2) Breakthrough level represents the level beyond which a significant improvement
in the target application is achieved.

3) Objective is the maximum performance limit for the observation, beyond which no
significant improvement in the targeted application is achieved.

Accuracy: For operational meteorological applications, the accuracy is the root mean
square (r.m.s.) difference between the actual measurement and the truth, inclusive of
random errors and bias. This assumes that the main source of error relevant to the ‘single
level 2’ measurement is the random component, the bias error being small enough to not
significantly influence subsequent mission definition.

Spatial resolution : Horizontal resolution, Δx - The horizontal resolution is the minimum
horizontal spatial scale that must be resolved by the observing system. In most cases, the
horizontal resolution is more or less transferable to the resolution of a potential instrument
assuming some appropriate sampling which will be finalised during the instrument design
phase.

Observation Cycle, Δt : ‘Observation cycle’ or ‘revisit time’ is the time elapsed between
measurements over a given location. By default, the observation cycle is applicable to the
whole Earth surface including the equatorial and polar regions, so that Δt is the time needed
to cover the whole Earth surface with at least one measurement. The exception is for high
latitude requirements, where the observation cycle of any polar orbiting satellite is specific
for the particular latitude and is not applicable to equatorial regions.

Delay , δ
The ‘delay’ is the time elapsed between observation by the satellite and the availability the
product to user interface, including the nominal dissemination time.

Additional Notes for Climate Requirements
Some climate requirements are given as a ‘level 3’ product, which is the average of a series
of ‘level 2’ measurements taken over a time period, Δt, (or sometimes distance, Δx) in order
to reduce the uncertainty and sampling variability to a sufficiently low level. The spatial and
temporal resolutions then refer to the integration periods. However, despite this, the r.m.s.
accuracy for each single ‘level 2’ measurement is given in the accuracy requirement and not
the corresponding averaged product accuracy.
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2.2.2 Priority of the requirements

The following codes are used to prioritise the requirements listed in Table 2.1:

Priority 1 (Very High): Mandatory requirements that drive the mission, these requirements
are of utmost importance for the success of the mission and must be implemented.

Priority 2 (High): Important requirements that substantially contribute to the success of the
mission. Reasonable effort shall be made to implement them.

Priority 3 (Medium): Beneficial requirement that has certain value to the success of the
mission, it shall be implemented with minimum effort.

Priority 4 (Low): Requirements which are marginally contributing to the success of the
mission. It shall only be implemented on an opportunistic basis. No dedicated effort will be
made to implement them.

The priorities assigned in the user requirements table 2.1 are technology free and are thus
independent of the availability of appropriate reliable and affordable measurement
techniques.

2.3 Requirement defined by GCOS-200 (2016)

After earlier versions with much higher resolution goals, the sea state observation
requirements have been defined in the most recent GCOS document (GCOS report no. 200:
The Global Observing System for Climate: Implementation Needs).

These requirements are reproduced in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2. Requirements for horizontal resolution, temporal resolution, measurement
accuracy and stability over a decade for the ocean ECVs as defined by GCOS.
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As stated by GCOS (http://tiny.cc/GCOS_seastate) “Sea state is best known for its impacts
on marine safety, marine transport and damage to structures. However, waves also affect
the growth or decay of sea ice, beach erosion, surface albedo, gas transfer, transport of
larvae and contaminants such as oil, and air–sea exchange of energy, moisture and
momentum. They thereby play large roles in the global cycles of energy, water and carbon.”

Product Frequency Resolution Required
uncertainty

Required stability
(per decade)

Hs 3-hourly 25 km 10 cm 5 cm

Given that Hs is mostly provided by satellite altimeters and that there are at most 6
altimeters flying at any given time, these requirements cannot be attained by existing
satellite data for the period 2003-2020. Further, coastal applications generally require even
finer resolution, of the order of 100 m in space (Camus et al. 2013, Boudière et al. 2014).
Likewise, a higher temporal resolution of the order of 1 hour is necessary where modulation
by tides are important. This is particularly relevant for extreme water levels that combine
wave run up and storm surges. Today numerical models and/or statistical methods are used
to arrive at these resolutions.

However, these requirements are not mutually consistent. The urgency of understanding
total sea level at the coast (e.g. Melet et al., 2018) is clearly calling for a stability that
matches that of the offshore sea level. Typically, 1 cm increase in offshore Hs gives 0.5 to 1
cm increase in maximum sea level at the coast (Poate et al. 2016, Dodet et al. 2018). It is
not unreasonable to ask for 2 mm/year accuracy for Hs when the requirement for regional
sea level is at 1 mm/year. This is particularly important in today’s transition where the total
ice-shelf melt contribution to sea level rise is still limited to a few centimeters. In the long
term, with sea level rise of several meters, the few centimeters to decimeters due to waves
will probably be less important, except where changes are dramatic, as is the case in the
Arctic (e.g. Stopa et al., 2016) and possibly in tropical cyclones (Shimura et al., 2016).

2.4 Proposition for updating requirements (see [15])

Based on the analysis of all previous requirements, the evolution of user needs, as further
discussed in the next sections, and the need for consistency with other ECVs we propose to
update the GCOS-200 numbers for Hs and define requirements for other variables.
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Table 2.3 : proposed updates to sea state requirements [15]. “Coastal” can be understood as
regions where proximity to land and/or shallow water has a particular impact on the sea
state. This thus includes all waters shallower than 100 m, or with a distance to coast shorter
than 200 km.

These should be understood as objectives. In particular the objective for trends on Hs should
apply to both the mean value and extreme values (up to percentile 99 and 100 year return
period).
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3. Application areas for sea state climate data
Sea state climate data are used in a wide range of application areas, ranging from climate
research activities to marine biology and ecosystems research, management of marine
resources, sea transportation, offshore exploration, design and construction of vessels and
platforms, impact on indigenous people, insurance, governance and policy making. In this
project focus is on climate research and modelling activities, but also requirements to other
user groups are considered.

3.1 Climate research and engineering applications

Even though remote sensing data alone cannot reach these resolutions needed in coastal
applications, remote sensing is critical for:

- validating and calibrating numerical models offshore (spatially coarse data is
generally enough, see e.g. Stopa et al. 2016)

- validating patterns and gradients (in coastal regions, near the ice edge, over current
gradients, at the peak of storms...): this has not been applied much so far because:

- routine altimeter processes are dominated by noise for along-track
wavelengths under 80 km or so (Ardhuin et al. 2017b). As new processing
techniques have been proposed (e.g. Passaro et al. 2014, Halimi et al. 2016),
there are great opportunities to better resolve these variations.

- few images of wave parameters were available so far. This can change with
more widely available SAR (e.g. Gemmrich et al. 2016, Ardhuin et al. 2017a)
or sun glitter imagery (Kudryavtsev et al. 2017).

Finally, without even mentioning its evolution with global change, the wave climate, including
extremes often defined through Hs statistics associated with long recurrence intervals (i.e.
20, 50, 100yr return period) is a key element in the design and operation of ocean and
coastal infrastructures.

The impact of climate change on the wave climate and its applications is a topic of active
research and is mostly limited by the poor knowledge on trends and variability of extreme
sea states (e.g. Bitner-Gregersen et al. 2013).

As a result, a clear requirement is a validation of the highest values of Hs for all regions of
the world ocean. Hanafin et al. (2012) used wind speeds and the periods of radiated swells
as a consistency check on the 20.1 m Hs found in the North Atlantic storm Quirin. Cardone
et al. (2015) chose to filter the data without any discussion on the filter properties.

Due to the particular temporal sampling of waves measured by altimeters, the statistical
distribution must be corrected for sampling biases (Izaguirre et al, 2011). Figure 3.1 shows
an example with the 10-year Hs return values as derived from the altimeter record, which is
within 1 m of the same parameter derived from a model hindcast sampled at the satellite
measurements in time and space, but differs by up to 20% from a full model time series.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Estimation of a 10-year return period value of Hs using the GEV distribution
from the altimeters, (b) difference between the altimeters and colocated WW3 data, (c)
difference for full time series of modeled data (taken from Stopa et al. presentation at 2016
OSTST Meeting, La Rochelle).

3.2 Modelling activities

Wave model development and the assessment of the suitability of the necessary wind
forcing is generally done by comparing model output to in situ observations, if available.
However, it is seldom the case that one has enough in situ observations to cover the full
extend of the model domain. For this reason, the wave modelling community relies
extensively on the comparison of the model output with all available altimeter observations.
Provided that the area covered by the model domain is large enough and that the period
covered by the model simulation includes enough interesting weather, the statistical analysis
of the model-altimeter along track collocations is a useful tool in development phase of the
model as well as for assessment of the global characteristics of the modelling system (Wiese
et al. 2018).

3.3 Remote sensing

Because ocean waves have clear signatures in most ocean remote sensing techniques,
either adding noise or biases, stable corrections and detection is very important for:

- sea level estimates from altimetry (e.g. Tran et al. 2010, Passaro et al. 2018) and tide
gauges (e.g. Aucan et al. 2012)

- glitter and foam contamination in ocean color imagery
- the surface mean square slope and foam cover and thickness are major sources of

uncertainty in surface salinity retrieval (e.g. Reul and Chapron 2003).
- waves have an impact of retrieved wind speeds from all sensors (altimeters,

scatterometers, radiometers), that is not fully understood despite recent attempts to
reconcile these different records (Young and Donelan 2018).

3.4 Air-sea fluxes

Properties of the ocean and atmospheric mixed layers in which most human activity takes
place, is largely driven by the air-sea exchanges of heat, water, momentum, gasses. These
fluxes have been parameterized with resistance laws in which coefficients are often a
function of wind speed alone. Additional dependencies on sea state properties have been
strongly debated for the momentum flux (Drennan et al. 2005), while more recent analyses
show a moderate impact for intermediate wind speeds (Edson et al. 2013), even though it is
expect that the surface roughness caused by waves should play a role (Donelan 2018)
although one that is often correlated with the wind speed.
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The impact of waves on upper ocean mixing and sea surface temperature is clear, in
particular in cases of shallow mixed layers (e.g. Noh et al. 2011, Janssen 2012). This has
important consequences on air-sea heat fluxes (Hansen et al. 2011).

Particular uncertainties in the climate systems are associated with cloud nucleation, which
relies on marine aerosol production (e.g. Veron 2015) accounting for up to 30% of cloud
nucleation (Quinn et al. 2018). The source functions for marine aerosols is expected to
depend on sea state parameters, such as the height of breaking waves for which the
significant wave height may be a good proxy away from the swell-dominated regions (de
Leeuw et al. 2011).

3.5 Other wave-related effects in the Earth System

The interactions of waves and sea ice certainly influence ice edge dynamics and ice
properties near the edge (Squire et al. 1995, Stopa et al. 2018). In particular, waves are
associated with the formation of pancake ice (e.g. Doble et al. 2003) that is the most
common type of ice formation in the Southern ocean, and is becoming increasingly important
in the Arctic too (Thomson et al. 2018). Wave action over fragmented ice can have an
important influence on the ice thickness (Sutherland and Dumont 2018).
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4. User surveys

4.1 Introduction

In order to develop the Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) for sea state, it is necessary to
perform user surveys and analyse the requirements extracted from these surveys. During
the phase 1 of the Sea State CCI project, two questionnaires were implemented in order to
collect information on the user’s experience with satellite wave data, the wave parameters
they are mostly interested in, their requirements in terms of spatial resolution and time
coverage, and their intention to use the data in relation with other ECVs. The main results of
these surveys are described in the following sections and open comments from participants
are listed in Appendix 1.

4.2 First user survey

The user survey was conducted from 11 December 2018 to 25 January 2019. This survey
was developed using an online Google form (https://goo.gl/forms/1GGPGc4APA1PXCaX2)
and was broadcasted on several mailing lists (including globwave users, IOWAGA users and
the “coastal list” managed by the University of Delaware), as well as via Twitter.

4.2.1 Users involved in the survey

As of January 25, a total of 184 participants had replied to the questionnaire. From this
survey we see that the participants are mostly working in academic and research institutions
(75%) spread all over the world (Figure 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3). The six most represented
countries are France (18%), the United States (13%), Italy (8%), the United Kingdom (6%)
and Australia (4%) ex-aequo with Spain (4%). The 43% remaining participants are based on
the American (Canada, Mexico, Costa Rica, Colombia, Brasil, Uruguay, Chile), European
(Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Norway, Ireland), Asian (China and India) and African
continents (Tunisia, Egypt, Benin, Ghana, South Africa).

Figure 4.2.1. Professional situation of the participants
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Figure 4.2.2. Countries where participants currently do most of their work (in blue)

Figure 4.2.3. The 10 most represented countries in the survey

This spatial distribution of the participants highlights the worldwide interest for high quality
sea state information.

4.2.2 Field of applications

The participants had to choose between eight fields of applications. The results show that
the majority (66.3%) of the participants are working in the field of oceanography (38.6%) and
coastal engineering (27.7%). A significant fraction of participants working in the fields of
climate (8.7%) and marine meteorology (8.7%) also took part in the survey (Figure 4.2.4).
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Figure 4.2.4. Distribution among the field of applications

4.2.3 The importance of various sea state parameters

The most important parameter for the quasi totality of the participants is the significant
wave height, followed by the wave period (peak period Tp and mean period Tm02
rather than the mean period Tm01, not shown here) and the wave direction. The 2-D
wave spectrum E(f,θ) or E(k,θ) is also of interest for the majority of the participants, and
overtakes the swell partition and the heave spectrum. Among the other altimetry-derived
parameters, the mean square slope of the sea surface and the microseism sources are also
relevant.

Figure 4.2.5 Sea state parameters that participants would like to use
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4.2.4 Temporal coverage and spatial resolution

Figures 4.2.6 shows that most participants are interested in multiple years and long
term statistics, although a significant fraction of the participants are also interested in
less-than-a-year time-series (24%) and single event data (43.5%).

Figure 4.2.6 Period of time participants are interested in

For what regard the spatial resolution at which the participants expect to use the data
(Figure 4.2.7) it clearly appears that high resolution (<10km) sea state data are of greater
interest, compared to low resolution and single point measurements.

Figure 4.2.7 Spatial resolution at which participants expect to use the data

4.2.5 Interest in sea state data

Figure 4.2.8 reveals that the major interest for satellite wave data concerns the study of
extreme events, the validation of wave models and the study of coastal processes.
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These three topics are followed by the study of wave climate variability, the study of
wave-current interactions, the study of air-sea interactions, the study of wave-ice
interactions, data assimilation and applications for Marine Renewable Energy. Other field of
interest were also proposed (not shown), such as: statistical downscaling, machine learning,
ship hydrodynamics, offshore engineering, and seismic ambient noise characterization.

Figure 4.2.8 Answers to the question “your interest in satellite wave data concerns?”

4.2.6 Interest in other Essential Climate Variables

To the question “have you used or are you planning to use other CCI variables?”, 101
participants answered Sea Level, 33 participants answered Ocean Color, 54 participants
answered Salinity, 69 participants answered Sea Surface Temperature, and 42
participants answered Sea Ice.

4.2.7 Participation to the User Consultation Meeting and training session

To the question “do you plan to attend the User Consultation Meeting (UCM) in Brest, France
(October 8th to 10th, 2019)”, 35% of the participants answered “Definitely yes” or “Probably”
(Figure 4.3.6). In addition, many participants are interested in training sessions on combining
model and satellite data (62%), SAR data (58%), coastal altimetry (56%), and CFOSAT data
(29.5%). Hence, including a training session on one or several of the above-mentioned
subjects to the User Consultation Meeting will likely attract more participants.
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Figure 4.2.9 Interest of the participants in the User Consultation Meeting to be held in Brest
in October 2019.

4.3 Second user survey

A second user survey was conducted in the context of the 2nd Sea State CCI USer
Consultation Meeting, which took place on 23-25 March 2021. The survey was open from 23
March to 17 June 2021. This survey was developed on LimeSurvey
(https://esa-survey.limequery.org/997962?lang=en) with support from ESA communication
manager P. Fischer and was broadcasted on the Sea State CCI website
(https://climate.esa.int/en/projects/sea-state/news/sea-state-cci-survey/) and UCM mailing
lists.

4.3.1 User profile and study area

As of June 17, a total of 92 participants had replied to the questionnaire. 25 countries are
represented. The most represented countries are France (16%), UK (11%), Germany (7%),
Spain (4%), US (3%), and Australia (3%). The other represented countries are Brazil,
Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Russia, South Korea, Sweden. Similar to the first
survey, we see on Fig. 4.3.1.1 that the participants are mostly working in academic and
research institutions (52%). The main fields of interest are Physical Oceanography
(52%), Climate (46%) and Spatial Oceanography (43%), followed by Coastal Engineering
(25%), Marine Renewable Energy (23%) and Ocean Engineering (21%) (Fig. 4.3.1.2).
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Figure 4.3.1.1 Answers to the question “What is your professional affiliation?”
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Figure 4.3.1.2 Answers to the question “What are your disciplines of interest?”

66% were interested in the coastal region and were either working or not yet working on
it. For the majority of the participants, the 0-10km region is the coastal strip of most
importance (Fig. 4.3.1.3)

Figure 4.3.1.3 Answers to the questions “Are you interested in the coastal zone?” (left) and
“What is the coastal strip of most importance?” (right)

Regarding the polar region, 46% are interested and either working or not yet working on this
region. 27% did not show interest in the polar region.
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4.3.2 Use of sea state data

According to this survey, the main use of sea state observations is to validate numerical
models (55%), followed by climate studies (42%) and extreme value analysis (42%)
(Fig. 4.3.2.1). The most required temporal resolution is hourly (63%), followed by
long-term (27%) and monthly (27%) timescales (Fig. 4.3.2.2).

Figure 4.3.2.1 Answers to the questions “How do you make use of sea state data?
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Figure 4.3.2.2 Answers to the questions “What temporal resolution is required for your
applications?”

In order to assess which sea state parameters are the most important to the user
community, the participants were asked to rank 11 parameters (Significant wave height,
Peak direction, Mean wave direction, Peak period, Mean period, Swell partitions, 1D
spectrum, Full 2D wave spectrum, Mean square slope, Microseism sources, Wind) in terms
of importance. The significant wave height was ranked first by 48% of the participants.
Then the wind was ranked first by 10% and second by 21%. The full 2D wave spectrum
was ranked first by 10%, and second by 5%. The mean wave direction was ranked second
by 9% and third by 13%, while the peak period was ranked second by 10% and third by
11%.

To the questions “Which type of observations are you most familiar with?”, 32 participants
ranked wave buoy first (67%), followed by satellite altimeter (17%) and ADCP (5%).

Participants were also asked to rank 9 sea state dataset that they ever used (Sea State CCI
data, GLOBWAVE products, CMEMS in situ products, CMEMS model products, CMEMS
satellite products, RADS, ECMWF reanalysis, NOAA reanalysis, IFREMER model hindcast).
20% ranked ECMWF reanalysis first, followed by Sea State CCI data (13%), CMEMS
products, GLOBWAVE products, IFREMER reanalysis and NOAA reanalysis.
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4.3.3 Experience with satellite data

Among the 92 participants, 14% had never used satellite sea state data. Sea state
satellite information was considered as critical for the activity of 30% of the participants.

The type of altimeter data that is most used by the participants is the Level-2 along-track
data, followed by simplified L3 products. The time-delay product most used or needed is
Re-analysis.

Figure 4.3.3.1 Answers to the questions “What type of satellite altimetry product do you
mainly use?” (left) and “Which time-delay product do you use/need?” (right)

The participants were asked “What is currently the main limitation of satellite observation for
your activity?”. For each of the seven proposed criteria (Spatial sampling, Temporal
sampling, Accuracy, Time coverage, Available parameters, Accessibility of products , Ease
of use), they were asked to select one of the free following answers: Not limiting, Partly
limiting, Strongly limiting. The results are shown on Fig.4.3.3.2. Temporal and spatial
resolutions are the parameters considered as strongly limiting by the highest number
of participants (>20%), followed by time coverage (13%). Accuracy and parameter
availability are considered as partly limiting by more than 30%. Finally, accessibility and
ease of use are considered as not limiting by more than 20%.

Moreover, a large number of the participants acknowledged that temporal gaps (46%) and
sampling discontinuity (40%) affected the quality of their applications.

4.3.4 Experience with Sea State CCI products

Among the 92 participants, 37 (40%) had never used the sea state CCI products. They
were asked to select a reason (Fig. 4.3.4.1). 15% did not know where to find the data,
14% did not need this data, and 7% did not know how to use the data. The other
participants found the sampling or the accuracy too low for their application, or provided a
reason not specified in the choices (see Appendix 1)
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Figure 4.3.3.2 Answers to the questions “What is currently the main limitation of satellite
observation for your activity?”
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Figure 4.3.3.3 Answers to the questions “What is the main reason that explains why you
haven’t used Sea State CCI data so far?”

The participants that already used the Sea State CCI products (20%) were asked which
products they used among the L2, L3 and L4 products. The L3 daily merged along-track
product was the most used product followed by L4 monthly gridded product and the L2
multi-mission along-track product (Fig 4.3.3.4). Moreover, the most used significant wave
height parameter is the swh denoised parameter.

Figure 4.3.3.4 Answers to the questions “Which Sea State CCI product have you used?”
(left) and “Which significant wave height parameter do you mainly use for your work?” (right)
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Participants were asked if uncertainty information on sea state measurements is
important for their activity and 40% answered positively while 14% answered negatively
(Fig. 4.3.3.5). Among the proposed choices for uncertainty parameter:

1. High-resolution (20Hz) root-mean-square deviation from the mean (1Hz
resolution)

2. Overall error statistics (bias, RMSE, SI) estimated from satellite-in situ
platform comparison (mission specific)

3. Hs-dependent error model estimated from satellite-in situ platform
comparison and applied to1Hz data

4. Random error variance estimated from triple collocation analysis (e.g.
altimeter, model, in situ)

Parameter #2 was ranked first by 35%, followed by parameter #1 (9%), parameter #4 (7%)
and parameter #3 (5%).

Figure 4.3.3.5 Answers to the questions “Is uncertainty information on sea state parameters
important to your activity ?”

Participants were asked to rank by order of priority which one of the following features they
would you like to see in future Sea State CCI products:

● Extended time period with historical missions, from 1992 to 2002 (e.g. ERS,
TOPEX...)

● Increased sampling density with more recent missions (e.g. CFOSAT, HY2A…)
● Inter-calibrated wind parameter
● Spectral swell parameter (direction, period) from SAR missions
● Spectral swell and wind-sea parameter (direction, period) from CFOSAT
● High-resolution wave heights in the coastal zone
● Increased spatial resolution of gridded product (currently 1°)
● Improved absolute and inter-mission calibration
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● Waves in ice spectra
● Hs from Sentinel 1 SAR
● Wave period from SWH & sigma0 (either directly or via mss)

Figure 4.3.3.6 indicates that “High-resolution wave heights in the coastal zone” is the
feature that was ranked first by the majority of the participants, followed by “Extended
time period...” and “spectral swell parameter from SAR missions”.

Figure 4.3.3.6 Answers to the questions “which one of the following features would you like
to see in future Sea State CCI products?” (ranked first)

Finally, the participants were asked to select the other CCI variable they plan to combine
with Sea State CCI data in future analysis. The first choice is “Sea Level” (22%), followed
by Sea Ice (20%) and Sea Surface Temperature (16%). The other selected variables are:
Ocean Colour, Sea Surface Salinity; Greenhouse gases, Ice Sheets (Antartica and
Greenland), Aerosol, Biomass, and Land Cover.
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5. Consolidated list of User Requirements
Based on the above material, we can highlight the relevant aspects of the user requirements
for the CCI Sea State project. The specific data requirements as defined in the ESA
Statement of Work are recalled in section 5.2, and are linked to the user requirements when
appropriate.

5.1 Top level requirements

- resolution: There is a clear need for data at a resolution finer than the 25 km
mentioned in GCOS, in particular in the coastal regions (here defined as the
combination of depths under 100 m and distances to shore under 300 km). Most of
the surveyed users would like to have 10 km or less. Given the resolution of
standard satellite processing, this is really calling for improved tracking and/or
denoising algorithms, and by itself it justifies the effort made on the Sea State CCI.

- coverage in space and time: Given that a large fraction of users are interested into
single events (80 out of 184 participants in the first survey), or considered that
spatial and temporal sampling are strongly or partly limiting the use of the data
(~40 out of 92 participants in the second survey), this clearly highlights the sampling
issue of satellite data sets. Most events are missed, except through their associated
swell fields. There is thus a need that will not be fully addressed in the Phase 1 of
Sea State CCI for combining wave models and data or expanding on level 3 and 4
products such as fireworks, storm catalogs (associated with storm tracks …).
Regarding ice-covered regions, 49% of the participants of the second survey
indicated they were interested in the polar region.

- Stability: not surprisingly most users identified here are interested into long-term
statistics of sea state variable, with or without a climate change aspect. Given that
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many users (101/184 in survey 1 and 20/92 in survey 2) mentioned their intent to
combine sea level with sea state, it is logical to reframe the requirements on sea
state stability in terms of total sea level (e.g. Dodet et al., 2019, see also [15] ,
Marcos et al. 2019). The need on wave height trend accuracy for mean values and
extremes is thus under 1 mm/year for coastal areas, with a similar need for wave
periods that should be quantified. It is not at all clear that such a low value can be
achieved with today’s spatial coverage, and how bringing models forced by winds
with dubious trends can be used for this. At any rate, even the GCOS requirement of
5 cm/decade, when achieved, should be enough to confirm or disprove the 0.5% per
year (around 1 cm per year) trend associated with wave power trends up to 2.5% per
year reported by Reguero et al. (2019).

- Sea State Variables: It is not just the wave heights. For many reasons (energy flux,
extreme sea levels…) the full directional spectra, or the periods and directions
have a very important role, and this is well recognized in the user survey. It is thus
very important to use both altimeters (via the cross-section) and wave-resolving
instruments (SARs, SWIM on CFOSAT) for constraining the sea state climate. It may
be surprising that fewer users would like to use partition data, but this may be due to
the fact that little such data is available and the definition can be a bit fuzzy and
method-dependent (e.g. Portilla et al. 2009). We will thus engage the user
community (at UCM and through training events) on this question and see how the
usefulness of such data can be improved. Given the very few users of SAR data,
making the data more accurate and also more user-friendly is a key aspect.

5.2 Specific data requirements

ID Requirement description Source Comment

DR-001 In Phase 1 the Sea_state_cci project shall develop an initial
18-year data set (2002- 2020), and shall provide, as a
minimum, L2 products and higher level merged product
time-series that shall collectively include the following sea state
variables:
Significant wave height; Directional wave spectrum; Mean wave
period; Peak wave period;
Mean wave direction at the peak of the spectrum; Appropriate
derived-variables and supporting variables; Other variables
required by the Climate Science Community.

ESA TR-2,
TR-15,
TR-16

DR-002 Each CCI project team (the contractor) shall integrate data from
the Copernicus Sentinels and other key satellite missions within
the relevant CCI processing systems and ECV data products.

ESA R-16 Sentinel 1, 3 & 6
included in
baseline
Sentinel 2 in
option 10.

DR-003 Each CCI project team (the contractor) shall ensure that the
system is adequately dimensioned to accommodate the
growing volumes of input and output data, and the increasing
computational loads needed to process, reprocess, quality
control, validate, and disseminate multi-decadal, global, ECV

ESA R-17
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data products, of the required climate quality, in a timely
manner.

DR-004 Sea_state_cci shall directly address GCOS Action O33. ESA TR-1

DR-005 The Sea_state_cci project shall develop and deliver Sea State
ECV products primarily derived from satellite measurements.

ESA TR-7

DR-006 The Sea_state_cci project shall deliver validated prototype
products using agreed validation methods and metrics
developed within a research environment to climate science
users for assessment and feedback.

ESA TR-8

DR-007 Sea_state_cci products shall cover the global ocean, including
full coverage of both northern and southern hemispheres as far
as possible.

ESA TR-9

DR-008 All Sea_state_cci products shall cover the full mission lifetimes
of the satellite missions selected.

ESA
TR-10

DR-009 Sea_state_cci products shall be available to users as Level-1
(where appropriate), Level-2 and Level-3 product versions, and
potentially as higher-level derived products if required by the
users.

ESA
TR-11

DR-010 Sea_state_cci products shall include aggregated versions of
the data as required by climate science users (eg. daily,
monthly, seasonally and annually).

ESA
TR-12

DR-011 Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) shall be assigned to all ECV data
sets made publicly available.

ESA
TR-13

DR-012 As part of data merging methods, time-dependent and sampling
biases in products from different instruments shall be
investigated, and strategies shall be developed and
implemented to correct for these effects.

ESA
TR-17

WP2*70

DR-013 A common set of auxiliary/supporting data shall be developed
and used for all satellite missions used within the Sea_state_cci
project.

ESA
TR-20

WP4200

DR-014 The Sea_state_cci project shall explore techniques using
satellite measurements made at different frequencies (eg. C, S,
Ku, Ka bands) to address GCOS Sea State ECV requirements.

ESA
TR-22

DR-015 The Sea_state_cci project shall develop innovative merging
strategies and tools for sea state products generation.

ESA
TR-23

WP2*70

DR-016 The Sea_state_cci project shall provide a validated estimate of
uncertainty for each data product at product grid/pixel level
using the approach of [ESA RD-33].Uncertainties shall be
reported within the ECV products for every geophysical
measurement.

ESA
TR-25,
TR-39,
TR-40

DR-017 The method used to derive and validate uncertainties, the
characteristics of those uncertainty estimates and advice on
how uncertainty estimates are to be used for each product shall

ESA
TR-26
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be fully reported in the PUG.

DR-018 User requirements for ECV product uncertainties shall be
included in the user requirements analysis, including how the
uncertainties should be expressed and used in the
Sea_state_cci ECV products (e.g. how should the uncertainties
be broken down into their random and systematic components).

ESA
TR-30

WP1000

DR-019 The Contractor shall conduct significant research and
development and explore innovative approaches and
algorithms that could address known weaknesses in sea state
retrievals from satellite data sets.

ESA
TR-31

WP2000

DR-020 The Contractor shall conduct research and development and
explore new algorithms to address crossing seas.

ESA
TR-33

DR-021 The Contractor shall investigate and account for satellite
instrument biases, particularly regarding earlier less well
calibrated instruments taking account of changes in calibration
with instrument aging.

ESA
TR-35

DR-022 Based on the outcome of the Round Robin, The contractor shall
select a set of definitive retrieval algorithms to be applied to
data from different instruments.

ESA
TR-36,
TR-37,
TR-38

WP2100

DR-023 The Contractor shall ensure the new capabilities of Copernicus
Sentinel-3 SRAL (and in future Copernicus Sentinel-6) SAR
altimeter instruments are fully exploited for the retrieval of sea
state ECV products.

ESA
TR-41

DR-024 The Contractor shall ensure the new capabilities of Copernicus
Sentinel-1 SAR imager instruments are fully exploited for the
retrieval of the sea state ECV products.

ESA
TR-42

DR-025 A full validation of all sea state ECV products produced shall be
performed against metrics pre-defined defined by the contractor
and endorsed by the user community.

ESA
TR-43,
TR-44

WP4500

DR-026 Validation shall quantify the uncertainty of the sea state ECV
products as well as the quality of the product uncertainty
estimates themselves.

ESA
TR-45

WP4500

DR-027 The long-term stability of all ECV time series delivered shall be
assessed.

ESA
TR-46

WP4500

DR-028 A database of relevant and ideally independent in situ Fiducial
Reference Measurements and satellite measurements (ISDB)
shall be developed to serve the Sea_state_cci project
validation, research and development needs.

ESA
TR-47

WP4100

DR-029 All measurements in the ISDB shall include uncertainty
estimates. The methods used to derive and validate ISDB
uncertainties and the characteristics of those uncertainty
estimates for each product shall be fully reported in the PUG.

ESA
TR-48,
TR-50

DR-030 The suite of Sea_state_cci ECV products produced shall be ESA
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made publicly available together with the validation results
immediately following the completed validation.

TR-54
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Appendix 1 - Open comments from survey participants
First survey

● Right now I am just a peripheral user of satellite data. However me and my group are
planning to use this data more, as we would like to widen our wave observations
away from single buoy / point observations.

● Thanks for the work done
● Keen to try your product soon
● At this stage, I'm still trying to process the satellite data that I downloaded on the

CMEMS server (Jason 3 along track significant wave height) and once I'm done with
that,  I will be to comment and make suggestions when needed.

● I've never used satellite measurements but would be interested in possible
applications in the nearshore

● The satellite data are not open data, their availability depends on the country of
satellite ownesrhip, the country of user's residency, the nature of the organizations of
all the interested parties and more.

● hope it works well for u!
● The datasets produced by the CCI might last for a decade so it is important to make

the most of the project and ensure all parties (users, scientists, engineers, industry,
...) are satisfied as best as possible.

● I feel rather out of touch, due to other work commitments, but very happy to see all of
this happening and I hope to be more involved later

● Nice survey.
● thanks for collecting this information
● thanks
● Thank you so much for the initiative. I really appreciate it!
● Thank you for the great work you do.
● None
● Thanks for the great work you are doing in this interdisciplinary area.  Two further

comments in support of your excellent work in this area:
1 -  if an interdisciplinary user like me / my group members / isn’t using a product it
might be because they didn’t know about it yet.
2 – with data-driven (e.g. machine learning) approaches, we just need lots of data
and not to worry too much about each individual type of observable.   Sometimes it is
better not to pre-empt what is a useful observable.

● It would be great to have a page with a list of data sources for all available historical
and NRT SAR L2, L3 datasets including ERS-1/2, Envisat, and Sentinel-1A/B
together with their pros and cons (e.g. good quality/bad quality/no quality), similarly
for buoy data (both directional and otherwise) and also for altimetry data.
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● Just a single summary page of links and pros and cons of using the data.
● I would prefer to have access to raw (less smooth) data, and do my own processing

to them.
● It will have a great deal if one can be able to validate the wave models with the

satellite data
● I'm not sure about merged altimeter data provided by IFREMER. But I contacted the

concerned person I didn't receive any response. Then it's like use with your own risk.
Can someone help me with my doubts in data inhomogeneity issues?

Second user survey

19. If you haven’t used the CCI products yet, what is the main reason? [Comment]
● But going to use them soon
● Don't know if it's useful for this application
● Hadn't thought about it
● Have not decided the best way to use it yet
● I already used Globwave data and CMEMS satellite data
● I did not know about the dataset
● I didn't have the chance yet but I am planning to use.
● I didn't know about the existence of this data
● I may want this data as the project progresses to a later stage
● I was not aware about the existence of this data set
● I will probably use it in the next future
● just find out that they are exist
● Not had time yet!
● Operational mission with limited time, however, future activities we will consider.
● other set available
● Unaware until recently

27. What sort of statistics would you like to find in a higher level product (gridded summary
products)? [Comment]

● Benjamin & Feir index, cross seas index
● Bias, R, RMSE,SI
● Monthly max, seasonal max
● Will derive from time series

28b You have indicated that you plan to combine Sea State CCI data with other CCI
variables. Would you like to see improved inter-operability between these datasets?
[Comment]

● Consistency of sea ice / open water classification. Potential wave propagation and
dampening in marginal sea ice zones.

● Improving the precision of sea level data from satellite altimetry with high-frequency
and regional sea state bias corrections

29. Do you see any information that is missing from the metadata and that you would like to
see in future versions?

● The present "Sea state CCI Product User Guide, V1.0" has a comprehensive list of
variables for all datasets (L2P, L3, L4). However, a clear definition of all variables is
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not given, for example, what is the meaning (in L4) of a monthly value for
"swh_mean: mean of median significant wave height values"? (In this example, what
and how is being averaged?, I guess one averages several values of median_swh,
but is it a spatial average or a temporal average). So, my suggestion goes to include
in an Annex a clear mathematical/physical definition of all variables.

30. Do you have any other suggestions?
● I downloaded the data rapidly with no difficulties, keep on!
● I would suggest to make the CCI data sets available through CMEMS and other

major metocean portals. This could allow to increase the dissemination.   An
coordination with CMEMS to better highlight the complementarities between ESA
CCI and CMEMS sea state satellite product would be also useful.

● More frequent data releases, even if the data are experimental only (to keep up with
rapid developments in other projects and countries)

● Provide the inter-satellite cross-over database  (for altimeter vs.SAR, altimeter vs.
wave scatterometer and SAR vs. wave scatterometer) for further analysis of possible
synergistic new sea state products

● Since the "swh_denoised" is the swh best estimate from the data, I suggest to
provide solely this variable, as providing the others can be confusing and misleading.

● Some questions in the survey seemed to ignore the existence of level-4 products,
which are the only ones I have used so far. For instance, one question only had L1,
L2 and L3 as possible answers. The next one I think was asking whether we use raw
or denoised/corrected SWH, but this is not relevant for L4 data, which, as far as I
understand, only provide denoised/corrected SWH.

● Question 28. has an issue: I haven't found boxes for Yes/No answer, but then 28b
assumes that I ticked Yes (28a nowhere in sight). Actually, my answer to this
question is No. So I had no other choice than not providing answers to either 28 or
28b.

● Thank you for your work!
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